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Abstract: This paper is a part of a continuing study on the scaling of Hall effect thrusters,
aimed at providing guidelines for the extension of design criteria for this type of thruster to a

broader application range. The study has been further developed through a more refined

modeling of the physical processes involved. A general description of the methodology is

first provided. The theoretical model serving as a basis for the analysis is shortly reviewed.

The model is based on a number of scaling relations between the relevant system

parameters. These can be translated into a consistent set of scaling modes enabling us to size

a thruster of larger or smaller power and/or modified performance with respect to the

thruster chosen as a reference. Results of the method are in excellent agreement with the

available data on the behavior of real devices.

Nomenclature

A scaling vector

b channel width

B magnetic induction field

B scaling vector

d channel average diameter

e electron charge

E electric field

G scaling vector

h
ins

insulator thickness

ID discharge current

Ij ion current

Ie electron current

i electron loss parameter

Isp specific impulse

k r I exponent for i-th parameter in scaling

relation r

K matrix of of k r I , Boltzmann constant

L length, channel length

La acceleration length

Li ionization length

Ld diffusion length

Mi ion mass

m total mass flow rate

m
j

ion mass flow rate

m
*

ideal mass flow rate

n number density

ne electron number density

ni ion number density

N particle flux

PD discharge power

Pw total wall power loss

Qw energy flow to the wall per unit surface

Rion ion production rate

S channel cross section
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t
life

lifetime

T thrust

Te electron temperature

Tp primary electron temperature

ua z neutral particle injection velocity

uBohm Bohm sonic velocity

ui ion velocity

ue electron velocity

ve effective exhaust velocity

vj exhaust velocity

v* ideal exhaust velocity

Va accelerating voltage

VD discharge voltage voltage

V voltage loss parameter

yi system parameter

z axial coordinate

i scaling exponent for i-th parameter

plume divergence

i scaling exponent for i-th parameter

a neutral atom flow density

i,w ion flux to the wall

p,w primary electron flux to the wall

s,w secondary electron flux

s secondary emission fraction

i scaling exponent for i-th parameter

L overall loss fraction

W wall loss fraction

a anode loss fraction

i ionization loss fraction

scaling factor

T thrust efficiency

i current efficiency

m mass efficiency

plume divergence efficiency

v velocity spread efficiency

e voltage efficiency

a
anode thermal load

W
wall thermal load

a acceleration length fraction

i ionization length fraction

d diffusion length fraction

μ0 vacuum magnetic permeability

i ionization cross section

scaling parameter

corrective parameter

scaling factor, number density fraction

scaling factor

i
= ln i

vector of
i

Other Symbols:

( ) assigned, average

ensemble average

I. Introduction

HIS paper is a sequel to a previous paper,
1,
devoted to highlighting the fundamental scaling laws relevant to Hall

Effect Thrusters (HET) on the basis of theoretical principles and of the behaviour of experimental devices. The

purpose of this continuing study is to provide guidelines for the extension of design criteria of this type of thruster to

a broader application range.

Following their emergence on the scene in the early nineties, HETs have entered a period of growing fortune that

has led them to the undisputed role as the most successful type of electric propulsion device. Indeed, if Electric

Propulsion is now of age, this can be largely credited to the effectiveness of the HET concept and its capability to be

implemented at different scales and operating conditions. In the period 2001-2005 HET propulsion has gained

further momentum thanks to the success of the SMART-1 mission and satellites such as Intelsat 10.01 ed Inmarsat

F41. Hets are now dominating the scene of EP activities, and in many parts of the world efforts are underway to

develop new HETs for future missions.

HET designs were mainly concentrated in the nineties on 1-kW class devices because of their potential for

current commercial and military uses and also because of power limitations of current spacecraft. More recently the

situation has started changing. The understanding of the “High Power” connotation is shifting from the range of

T
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several kW or a few tens of kW towards the hundreds of kW. This trend is particularly visible in connection with

NASA's Exploration program, for which an Aerojet-led team was recently awarded a multi-year contract to design,

build, test and deliver a 600kW propulsion system to power future cargo transport vehicles to the Moon and Mars.

The envisaged propulsion system should be based on four 150 kW Hall effect thrusters.

At the opposite end of the power gamut, a growing case is emerging for the application of HET technology to

very low power levels (less than 200 W). This would grant access to the mini/micro-satellite market, a potentially

large market, already expressing a significant demand for thrusters in the performance range suitable for mini-HETs.

This is the case for satellites such as the French Picard (2008) and the Franco-Israeli Venus (2009) and future

missions such as Earthcare (2009), MITA (2011) e XEUS (2014), to look at the European market only.

Such being the situation, the problem of designing HETs for power or performance levels very different from the

ones practiced so far has become more and more relevant. As current HETs already perform quite satisfactorily, the

problem here is how to change the thruster scale while preserving the favourable characteristics obtained at the

reference scale. This problem has been tackled by many authors
2- 8
more or less systematically in the past and still

fully retains its general interest.

In the first paper of this series,
1
a systematic methodology to evaluate the effects of scale changes was outlined.

Besides the basic acceleration mechanism, the principal physical processes included in the analysis were: ionization,

electron diffusion, near wall effects, heat transfer to the walls and other dissipative processes affecting the overall

thruster efficiency. Different scaling modes were discussed and a comparison was made with scaling trends

emerging from experimental data, which encouraged continuation of the effort. The study has now been further

developed through a more refined modelling of the physical processes involved, which had been previously dealt

with at a demonstrative level only. We shall review some aspects of this recent work starting with a general

description of the methodology.

II. General Methodology

Let us first introduce the formalism that we are going to adopt to describe the scaling operations that may be

performed on a basic thrusters design to obtain a new thruster of different characteristics. We shall start with a few

definitions.

Scaling model

We are concerned with the way in which the different parameters characterizing a device of a given family will

vary as a result of a change of size (defined by the value of any suitable parameter). This will result from the

interplay of different physical processes, which will generally obey to different scaling laws. Each scaling law will

consist of a simple power-law relation between the involved parameters. Other physical magnitudes resulting from

the combination of different processes will be calculated as a function of those pertaining to each of the costituent

processes.

Let us refer each of the systems parameters yi to the value of the same parameter in a particular configuration

taken as a reference, yi 0 , by introducing the referred parameters, or scaling factors,

i = yi yi 0 (1)

The core of a scaling model will thus be represented by a set of scaling relations, each having the general form

i
k r i
= 1

i

(2)

or, equivalently,

k r i
i

ln i = 0 (3)

so that our model will be amenable to a system of homogeneous linear equations in the logarithms of the system

parameters i = ln i

K = k r i i[ ] = 0 (4)
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Being the rank of the exponent matrix, m , lower than the number of variables, n , certain n m of the

parameters may be assigned arbitrary values, while the remaining are uniquely determined in terms of these. Thus,

the scaling model adopted for a particular device can widely vary in terms of complexity and details covered. A

minimum number of parameters will be required to completely specify the system at the desired level of detail. Any

number of further variables can then be added by assigning the functional dependence of each new variable on the

previous ones, so that this will not alter the model’s degrees of freedom.

Scaling modes

We call scaling mode any specific way to change the values of the system parameters yi as a function of a
scaling parameter in accordance with the scaling relations of the assumed model. Any scaling mode will

express a particular choice of parameters that are held constant or allowed to vary, compatibly with the system’s

degrees of freedom. A scaling mode will be expressed by the vector of the exponents i[ ] , defining the power to
which the scaling parameter must be raised to obtain the scaling factor for each of the system parameters. In

other words any scaling mode will prescribe for each variable a new value

yi ' = yi i (5)

so that the scaling factor for the i-th variable will be

i =
yi '

yi
= i (6)

Thus, a scaling transformation according to a given mode will be fully specified in terms of i[ ] and , or by the

scaling vector A = i .

Scaling mode algebra

If we have two consecutive transformations with different modes and scaling parameters, A and B , the overall

scaling factor for the i-th variable will be

i =
yi '

yi

yi "

yi '
= i i (7)

We define the product of the two transformations as

A B = i i (8)

This can always be written as

A B = G = i (9)

where i and are easily found to be

i = p i + q i , = (10)

with

p =
ln

ln + ln
, and q = 1 p =

ln

ln + ln
(11)

If and coincide, it will be simply

i = i + i( ) 2 , =
2

(12)

and therefore, quite obviously,

i =
yi '

yi

yi "

yi '
= i =

2( ) i+ i( ) 2
= i+ i (13)

The above relations can be easily generalized to chains of three or more consecutive transformations, which will be

written as
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i = j
i j

j

or ln i = i j ln j
j

(14)

In general, imposing the scaling factor for one variable would determine the scale parameter for any single

mode. If we want to obtain certain scaling factors for two or more variables, we shall have to use two or more

independent modes (that is, modes for which the scaling relationship between the said variables is not the same).

The conditions imposed on the variables will allow us to determine the values of the scaling parameters for the

component transformations, or, equivalently, to determine the values of the scaling parameter and exponent vector

for the equivalent combined transformation. In logarithmic terms the problem will be simply reduced to the solution

of a system of linear equations

ln k[ ] = k j ln j (15)

where the index k refers only to the variables of assigned scaling factor k . This will yield

ln j = k j

1
ln k[ ] (16)

and for the equivalent combined transformation G = i

ln = j
j

and i = i j
j

p j , with pj =
ln j

ln j
j

(17)

Following this approach, a large array of transformation modes can be derived by defining a basic set of simple

transformations and then combining them suitably.

III. A Simple HET Scaling Model

The basic model adopted to describe the Hall thruster was described in a previous paper.
1
The ideal situation in

typical HETs can be essentially described as one in which the magnetic field is purely radial, the electric field is

axial and the current azimuthal, thus implying a purely axial thrust
.
In this case integration over the discharge

volume yields for the exhaust velocity

v j = 2 eVa Mi( )
1 2

(18)

where Va is the voltage available for acceleration and other symbols are familiar. Eq. (18) is the usual expression of

the exhaust velocity for any type of thruster in which the electric field plays a dominant role in the acceleration

process. Once the exhaust velocity is known, we can derive the thrust as

T = mj v j (19)

If all of the discharge voltage, VD , was available for the acceleration, all of the discharge current, ID = PD VD ,

corresponded to useful mass flow rate and no other mass was spent in the process, it would be simply

vj v
*
= 2 eVD Mi( )

1 2
m mj m* = ID

Mi

e
(20)

so that the thrust would be

T T * = m* v* = 2
Mi

e
ID
2VD

1 2

= 2
Mi

e
IDPD

1 2

= 2mPD( )
1 2

(21)

and the thrust efficiency

T =
T 2

2mPD
(22)

would be unitary. Compared with this idealized situation the efficiency of the energy conversion process in a real

thruster is reduced by a number of effects. The most important of these takes the form of a reduction in the effective

accelerating voltage acting on the ions. This is due to a number of factors such as the anode sheath drop, the
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ionization cost, the power loss due to electron diffusion to the walls. This last probably accounts for 50% or more of

the total equivalent voltage loss. To account for such effects according to a simple and customary approach (see for

instance Hofer
9
) we shall introduce a voltage loss parameter, so that the effective accelerating voltage VA can be

simply written as

VA = VD V (23)

and we can accordingly define a voltage efficiency

=
VA
VD

(24)

In addition, we shall recognize that the discharge current is aways the sum of the ion current and electron current

ID = I j + Ie (25)

so that we can define an electron loss parameter as

i =
Ie
ID

implying I j = 1 i( ) ID (26)

or a current efficiency

i =
I j
ID

= 1 i (27)

Only the ion current I j will correspond to a useful mass flow rate in the exhaust

mj = I j
Mi

e
(28)

while the total (anode) mass flow rate will also include a certain fraction of neutrals not involved in the acceleration

process

m = mj + mn =
mj

m

(29)

This corresponds to a mass efficiency

m =
mj

mtot

(30)

The above effects will both translate into a reduction in thrust efficiency. The loss in efficiency due to the voltage

loss will be

=
ui

2

v
* 2 =

v j
2

v
* 2 =

VA
VD

= 1
V

VD
(31)

As the voltage loss derives from a variety of losses taking place in the accelerating channel, one can consider

deriving as

= 1 L (32)

being L an overall loss factors including all losses incurred in the channel. Specific losses accounted for in the

present version of the model include heat transfer to the wall, W , anode sheath loss, a , and ionization cost, i , so

that, by comparison with Eqs. (31), we obtain

L =
V

VD
= W + a + i (33)

Finally, by recalling Eqs. (31), we also obtain
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v j
2
= 1 L( )v*2 = 1 L( )

2e

Mi

VD =
2e

Mi

VD (34)

which shows how to compute the exhaust velocity from the nominal discharge voltage VD and the loss factor L .

The thrust will be acccordingly

T =mjv j =mj
2eVA
mi

(35)

corresponding to an effective velocity

ve =
T

m
=
mjv j

mj m

= mv j = m
2eVA
mi

(36)

and the thrust efficiency

T
=

T 2

2mtotPD
= m j (37)

A number of other effects may concur in reducing the thrust efficiency, such as the plume divergence, and the

spread of ion velocities. This is normally modelled by introducing additional efficiency terms such as

• plume divergence cos 2 uiz
2

ui
2 (38)

• spread of ion velocities
v

ui
2

ui
2

(39)

so that the overall thrust efficiency can finally be written as

T = J m v
(40)

Typical values for the various efficiencies are
4 0.8 , i 0.7 ÷ 0.8 , m 0.98 , 0.9 ,

v

0.9 .

The ability of the thruster to maintain its efficiency under varying scaling conditions depends on the behaviour of

the various terms included in Eq. (40), and, in particular, of the loss factors of Eq. (33). In order to obtain

information on that behaviour, we shall analyse below various additional aspects relevant to scaling

Magnetic field topology

Optimization studies carried out in Russia in the seventies and eighties
10,11

showed that in HET devices the best

magnetic field topology is one in which the potential is nearly level in the channel region near the anode, falling

sharply near the channel exit. The resulting electric field profile is bell-shaped, with its maximum in the middle of

the magnetic poles at the end of the acceleration region. Maintaining this optimised topology at any scale seems

crucial for a HET to perform satisfactorily. We shall therefore assume the magnetic field profile to be always

distributed along the channel length in the same way as for the reference thruster. Only the level of the magnetic

field will be taken into account by means of a parameter B , representing a characteristic scale for the magnetic
induction (e.g. the peak value or an average value).

Ionization

In extended channel (SPT type) HETs ionization takes place in the portion of the channel upstream of the region

of high potential gradient due to the radial magnetic field. To see how ionization modalities obtained in existing

thrusters can be preserved in scaled devices, a simple model of the ionization process is considered. Outside the

anode sheath and assuming negligible recombination at the walls, the number of ions produced per unit time per unit

volume can be expressed as
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Rion = ni ne i ue (41)

where i ue is the ionization rate factor averaged through the electron velocity distribution function. Under the

hypothesis of Maxwellian electron velocity distribution this can be written as

i ue = i ue( )
umin

ue gM ue( ) due (42)

where i ue( ) is the neutral-electron collisional ionization cross-section, and umin is the minimum ionization

velocity of the Xenon ion

umin = 2EKi me , with EKi = 12.1 eV 1.94 10 18 J (43)

Based on results published in the literature
12
for singly ionized atoms i ue( ) has been shown to grow from a

value near to zero at the first ionization energy (12.1 eV ) to a maximum around 50 eV. This can be approximated

by a polynomial
13
as shown in Fig. 1. Based on this approximation, the ionization rate factor can be computed, as

shown in Fig 2. The figure also shows a commonly adopted approximation of the rate factor
14
and the linear

approximation used for this study

i ue Te
3
2 (44)

As the figure shows, the above is an excellent approximation in the energy interval of interest, that is between

the ionization potential and the peak of the ionization cross-section profile (about 12 eV to 50 eV for Xenon)
5
.

Assuming the neutral atoms to enter the channel with a velocity uaz , their flow density can be written as:

a = na uaz (45)

In terms of i ue the time derivative of the neutral number density can be written as

d na
d t

= i ue nena (46)

so that, taking into account that uaz dt = dz , we have

d a

a

=
i ue n

uaz
dz (47)

which yields for the neutral density profile along z

Fig. 1 Polynomial approximation of

ionization cross-section data for singly

ionized Xe atoms.

Fig. 2 Computed ionization rate factor and

possible approximations
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Na z( ) = Nao
exp i ue n

uaz
d

0

z
(48)

If we now assume

Li z( ) =
uaz

i ue n
const (49)

the density profile will be

a z( ) = a0
exp z Li( ) (50)

The quantity Li acts as a distance scale for the ionization process. For ionization to be effective, this process has
to be accomplished in a small portion of the channel length L. We can take this fraction as a design criterion to be

preserved in scaling the thruster. We shall therefore assume

i = Li L 1 (51)

To evaluate the impact of this condition on scaling we can now apply Eq. (44) to obtain the functional

dependence of i on the electron temperature:

i =
Li
L

=
uaz

i ue n L
~

uaz
n L

T 3 2
(52)

which implies

T 3 2 ~ i ne L

uaz
(53)

For scaling purposes it is also important to consider the portion of the channel length that must precede the

ionization and acceleration regions. If we want to scale the channel correctly, we must include this explicitly. This

pre-ionization length LAD is formed by the anode sheath and pre-sheath lengths - usually small – and by a diffusion

length where ionization is weak and electron diffusion is mainly driven by the pressure gradient, as the potential

gradient is negligible ( 0 ). Following the approach described by Ahedo15 one can define a diffusion length

fraction d which can be shown to scale with other parameters as follows

d =
LD
L

1

L

Te
3
2

n B
(54)

Wall losses

Interaction with the walls plays a crucial role in HETs: it contributes substantially to electron transport and it

represents the major energy loss process determining electronic temperature. We shall touch on this here to obtain a

relation between plasma channel conditions and geometry on the basis of the electron energy transport to the walls,

which is probably the dominant energy loss mechanism.

The wall energy loss rate can be expressed on the basis of a sheath/presheath model with secondary electron

emission as described by Ahedo.
16
For the purpose of the present model we shall limit ourselves to the stationary

case, in which the total ion flux to the walls is such to maintain, in the presence of secondary emission

s Tp( ) = s,w

p,w

(55)

the condition of zero current to the walls, that is

i,w = p,w 1 s Tp( ) (56)

The ion flow can be expressed in terms of ion number density at the sheath/presheath boundary and Bohm velocity

as follows

i,w = i,Q = ni,Q uBohm = ni,Q
K Te
Mi

1
2

= ni,M
K Te
Mi

1
2

(57)
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where = ni,Q ni,M is the ratio of the sheath boundary number density to the flow bulk value. The problem here is

to evaluate s , . Based on experimental data various models can be assumed. A simple approach can be obtained

by referring to the particular condition known as charge saturation limit (CSL), when the electric field at the wall

becomes zero. Based on results obtained by Hobbs and Wesson
17
this condition should correspond to s

*
= 0.983

for a Tp = 21eV , a sheath potential drop WQ e Tp = 1.02 , with a ratio Tp Te( )
*
= 1.02 and *

= 0.45 . Under such

special conditions we can write

i ,w

*
=

* ni,M uBohm (58)

and assuming primary electrons to deposit all of their energy to the wall, we would obtain, per unit area:

Qw =
3

2
KTe

i,w
*

1 s
* (59)

Of course, CSL conditions are not present over the whole channel length, so that a correct calculation should

imply integrating the actual profiles over the channel walls area, that is

Pw =
i,w z( )

1 s z( )

3

2
K Te z( )2 d dz

0

L
(60)

Using Eq. (60) would prove quite cumbersome and require detailed knowledge of the functions involved.

Considering that the heat flow to the walls is mainly associated with regions where CSL conditions can be assumed

to be approximately verified, and that under such conditions we can adopt Eq. (58), we can finally approximate Eq.

(60) with

Pw =
n

1 s
*

K Te
Mi

1
2 3

2
K Te 2 d L (61)

where all overbarred values are maximum values, and is a corrective parameter including all factors neglected in

passing from Eq. (60) to Eq. (61). If we assume the typical distribution profiles of the involved phenomena to be

preserved in the scaling process, we can take as a constant for any given wall material. Thus we have finally

Pw nTe
3
2d L (62)

so that we can define a loss factor

w =
Pw
PD
~ n Te

3 2 d L

PD
(63)

Considering that the power can be expressed as

PD = ID VD =
m

i

e

Mi

mVD =
m

i

e nuaz d bVD ~ n uaz d bVD (64)

we can write Eq. (63) as

w ~
n Te

3 2d L

n uaz d bVD
=

Te
3 2

uaz VD

L

b
(65)

which implies

Te
3 2 ~ w uaz b

VD
L

= w uaz b E
* (66)

Thus we see that the invariance of the electron temperature under different scale conditions implies the selection
of a suitable scaling of the electron density and channel geometry as a function of the applied voltage.

We need finally to define the other loss factors included in Eq. (33). A sheath exists also in the vicinity of the
anode, with heat flow towards the solid anode wall. For this, by analogy with Eq. (65), we can adopt an expression
of the type
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a =
Pa
PD
~ nTe

3 2 d b

PD
=

Te
3 2

uaz VD
(67)

As for the ionization loss, it will be simply acconted for on the basis of the ion flow rate

i =
Pi
PD

=
Ei
e

I j
IDVD

j

VD
(68)

Lifetime and heat loads

Another parameter of importance for scaling purposes is the thruster’s operational lifetime, which is limited by

channel wall erosion. Based on available or published data
18
and a simple erosion model

7
the following relation can

be obtained

t
life

h
ins

nT
e

1 2
(69)

For thrusters scaled up to larger sizes and power levels, the insulator thickness can be safely scaled as

h
ins

b (70)

while a more conservative law may be preferable when scaling down to much smaller dimensions, e.g.

h
ins

b (71)

Designing very small scale thrusters also involves a particular need to verify thermal loads to the channel walls

and the anode. An estimate of the thermal power per unit surface can be obtained by dividing the relevant power

inputs by the total area of each component. This gives both for the anode and for the channel walls

a
=
P
a

A
a

nT
e

3

2

W
=
P
W

A
W

nT
e

3

2 (72)

IV. Use of the Model

The general approach to the definition of a set of basic scaling modes was presented in the first paper of this

series.
1
With respect to a HET of optimized performance that may be assumed as a reference (a 1.35 kW thruster of

the SPT-100 class has been used for the present study) in designing a thrusters of larger or smaller we should try to

obtain an efficiency level at least as good as that of the reference thrusters. We should therefore attempt to

reproduce in the new thrusters the same physical conditions and the same balance of loss mechanisms.

Unfortunately this turns out to be not trivial. The operation of the accelerating channel in a Hall thruster involves a

considerable number of physical phenomena, only a few of which have been recalled in short above. These

phenomena involve different scaling relationships between plasma parameters (temperature, number densities, etc),

geometric parameters and input parameters, thus creating a number of conflicting requirements. Thus the problem of

preserving physical conditions while modifying the thruster appears increasingly difficult as the number of

processes included in the analysis is extended to higher level effects.

If the physical conditions cannot be fully preserved, they have to be altered in some way. Or we may wish to

alter the physical parameters to obtain a result which necessitates such a change. For instance, we might want to

develop a thruster operating at substantially higher number density and electron temperature levels in order to

improve the power and thrust density at a given power level. In all such cases, although the analysis of scaling laws

may provide useful insight as regards performance prediction, re-optimization of the thruster will have to be carried

out on a more substantial basis.
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Table 1 Scaling exponents for the indicated scaling modes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

L R A G S RL GL SL

parameter Linear Lateral Aaxial Sim-E* Sim-V Radial Geom-E* Geom-V

d 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

b 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

L 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1

V 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

I
sp

*
0 0 1/2 0 1/2 0 0 1/2

m
* 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 2

P 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 3

T
* 1 1 1/2 1 3/2 2 1 5/2

n 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0

Te 0 0 2/3 0 0 0 0 2/3 0 0

B 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0

uaz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L 0 0 1/3 -1 0 -1 0 1/3 0 -1

i 0 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1

diff 0 0 1/2 -1 0 -1 0 1/2 0 -1

w 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1

a 0 0 1 -1 0 -1 0 1 0 -1

i 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 -1

tlL 0 1 2/3 0 2 1 1 2/3 2 1

tlS 0 1/2 1/6 0 3/2 1/2 1/2 1/6 3/2 1/2

a , W 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 -1 0
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At a level of accuracy sufficient for this analysis, a HET can be essentially considered as a two-dimensional

device, in which all physical conditions are identical in any plane through the thruster axis. Therefore thruster

parameters such as power, thrust, current and mass flow rate, can be assumed to scale proportionally with the

channel breadth, which of course is simply d in a coaxial device. A thruster with twice the breadth of the

reference thruster would therefore require twice the mass flow rate and current and provide twice the thrust and

power with respect to the reference. By choosing the appropriate value of d, we could in principle obtain in this way

a thruster operating at any power level with the same performance parameters (specific impulse, thrust efficiency) of

the reference thrusters (of course this amounts to neglecting instabilities and second order effects which may scale

unfavourably with the radius, and limiting downscaling to diameters significantly larger than b). We call this type

of scaling, which retains the size and shape of the discharge channel and changes its diameter, “linear scaling”, as all

extensive variables in this case are linearly dependent on the channel breadth. All other scaling modes will involve

changing the relative value of one or more of the thruster’s gemetrical or operational parameters.

Table 1 collects the scaling exponents pertaining to the system variables for a number of basic scaling modes. A

letter, that can be treated as a vector as described in Section II, denotes each scaling mode. Column 1 represents

linear scaling as defined above. Columns 2 to 5 illustrate some of the basic alterations of the channel shape. In

columns 2 and 3, only one geometrical parameter at a time is changed. In columns 4 and 5, both dimensions of the

channel are changed while maintaining their geometrical similarity, while either the voltage (column 4) or the

characteristic electric field (column 5) are kept constant. In columns 6, 7 and 8, we include the product of different

channel scalings with the linear scaling corresponding to the same scaling factor: this provides us with scaling

criteria similar to those considered by other authors
19
(radial scaling and geometric scaling at constant V) , and a

constant-E
*
type of geometric scaling.

The method is applied in this way. First the specifications of the intended thruster are defined. A suitable

transformation – either a simple one or a composed one – that can provide the necessary degrees of freedom is

considered. By imposing the specified data, the parameters of the trasformation and the component and overall

scale factors are found. Once the scaling factors are known, the values of all other parameters listed in the scaling

matrix c an be derived. This in turn will enable computing the the loss factors and hence the values of efficiency,

actual thrust and specific impulse, as well as other quantities such as expected lifetime, heat loads, insulator

thicknesses. In this way it is possible to obtain thrusters at a given power level designed for high specific impulse or

high thrust or any set of intermediate characteristics optimized for geometrical or lifetime constraints. The following

chapter provides comparisons of predictions obtained from the method and experimental data.

V. Comparison with Data

The experimental data were obtained from the general HET database continuously updated at Alta.
20

An

extensive series of solutions were obtained by the model described here, for thrusters of different characteristics and

power levelsw ranging from a tenth of kW to values in excess of 100 kW. Scaling transformations were carried out

with different scaling modes utilized alone or in combination. Results were superimposed on the available data

points to verify if the model predictions fitted the data and provided a clue to the trends exhibited by the data points.

For all power levels beyond 5 kW the solutions obtained represent a family of intermediate cases between the

two limiting cases of Geom-E* and Geom-V. This proves effective in interpreting a large portion of the

experimental data as can be seen in the plots provided below.

In Fig. 3 the data comparison is done in the thrust vs power plot. It can be seen that the two limiting modes said

above succeed in capturing the larges part of the data point. As for the specific impulse vs efficiency plot, shown in

Fig. 4, all solutions for different power levels superimpose on a single curve that fits the data fairly well . The

situation is clearly illustrated in the 3-D representations of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, which show how the surface

representing solutions of the model for the assumed scaling modes fits and extrapolates the trend exhibited by the

cloud of the data point. From the comparisons illustrated in the figures it appears that the design criteria adopted for

most types thrusters at increasing power levels lie somewhere between the two limiting criteria Geom-V and Geom-

E* and are generally much closer to the latter.
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A different approach is required when it

comes to downscaling towards very low

power levels. In this case the need to control

the different scaling rate of the diffusion

length with respect to the channel length and

ensure obtaining acceptable levels of

specific impulse and thrust efficiency brings

about the use of more complex scaling

criteria. As shown in Fig. 6, a large fraction

of available data points for very low power

thrusters can be encompassed between the

Geom-V scaling mode and a composite

scaling mode resulting from the product of

Geom-E* and Axial scaling. This shows

that the methodology is sufficiently flexible

to account for practical sizing criteria

evolved in the development of these

particularly challenging types of thrusters.

It should be remembered that the cloud

of data points included in the data base for

any thruster for which experimental data

were available, not only represents operation at nominal conditions but, even more abundantly, operation below or

beyond the nominal levels. To explore this aspect and verify if the method could interpret also this type of

behaviour, solutions were obtained for a given thruster working at different operating points. To illustrate this, in

Figs. 8 and 9 two curves are shown superimposed on the data points. The two curves represent scale-up projections

of the characteristics of a thruster of the SPT-100 class, starting from two different operating points: 1 kW and 3

kW. This provides a way to explain the dispersion of the sample data points and decifer the trends contained

therein.

Fig. 5 Data comparison: Specific Impulse vs Power vs Thrust Efficiency

Fig.3 Data comparison: Thrust vs Power Fig. 4 Data comparison: Thrust Efficiency vs

Specific Impulse
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VI. Conclusions

The HET scaling methodology outlined above is intended as a preliminary design tool that may guide the sizing

of new thrusters of larger or smaller scale with respect to existing devices towards specific performance goals.

Despite the simplicity of the model adopted to describe the physical processes involved, a fairly good approximation

of the scaling behaviour of experimental devices is easily obtained by careful combination of a few basic scaling

modes. Given the heterogeneous nature of the sample utilized for the comparison with experimental data and the

simplified character of the analysis conducted, the agreement appears quite remarkable, suggesting that criteria

similar to the scaling modes defined in the model must have advertently or inadvertently guided the design of most

of the thrusters included in the database. In addition, the metodology illustrated here is quite general and could

easily be integrated with more refined physical descriptions of the relevant processes.

Fig. 6 Data comparison: Thrust vs Thrust Efficiency

vs Power

Fig. 7 Data comparison: Thrust vs Power

Fig. 8 Thrust vs Power for different operating points

Fig. 9 Specific Impulse vs Power for different operating points
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Leaving aside a more extensive analysis, some clear indications emerge from scaling exercises carried out so far

to validate the model. In general, scaling up to larger power levels should not present major obstacles, at as long as

the physical conditions in the thruster are not altered too much with respect to those typical of present devices. But

of course, beyond certain scales, a device based on physical conditions optimised for existing devices operating at

relatively low power may no longer represent an effective solution, in terms of mass or size or performance level,

with respect to other types of electric thrusters.

Scaling down to smaller power levels, which may be of equally strong interest, would prove much more difficult.

As the diameter is decreased, linear scaling is ruled out and channel size has to be reduced. This will entail

increasing the strength of the magnetic field. The ensuing physical conditions may prove difficult to implement in a

practical device, especially when accounting for lifetime considerations, which may become the dominant design

constraint below certain scale levels.
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